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Quinthy
La Bete Humaine is one of the most readable--if not the most accomplished--of Zola's RougonMacquart novels, but this translation is inferior to the more recent version available in Oxford
Classics,
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Shalinrad
One of Zola's best and most famous works. There is something strangely fascinating about a murder
where the killer escapes detection and punishment only to receive terminal treatment from another,

totally unexpected source. When this happens twice in the same book, along with some tales of child
abuse, a high-level cover-up, a sabotage attempt on a train in which virtually everyone is killed in the
carnage except the persons targeted, a suicide, plus some assorted couplings outside of the
marshalling yards, things get really interesting. What makes people commit such crimes? Here Zola
really shows his skill in explaining his characters' motives and the dark, primeval forces that drive
them. A pulsating, chilling story from beginning to end, full of unexpected twists, starting with the
creation of a previously unknown member of the Macquart family as the novel's main character.
Highly recommended for long train or air journeys.
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Taun
Sit back and enjoy the ride. From start to finish, this is a fascinating and at times horrfying book.
The Beast In Man was first published in 1890 and is remarkable for its depiction of a world of harsh
brutality and the startling frankness of its descriptions of sexual passion.
If ever a book could be described as being ahead of its time, then this is it. Hard-hitting, fast paced,
tragic, brutal, erotic and tear jerking, this book has it all.
The plot is exceptional with characters that leap off the page and allow you, the reader, to fully
experience their traumatic lives in 19th century France.
All-in-all a fantastic book, written by a true genius who has undoubtedly influenced many of today's
most successful scribes.
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